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ABSTRACT
There was a systemic failure of financial regulation: Senior policymakers
repeatedly enacted and implemented policies that destabilized the global
financial system, and the authorities maintained these policies even as they
learned about the deleterious consequences of their policies during the
decade before the crisis. The absence of an informed, expertly staffed, and
independent institution that evaluates financial regulation from the public’s
perspective is a critical defect in the governance of financial regulation – the
system associated with selecting, enforcing, and reforming financial policies.
I propose a new institution to address this defect.

I. INTRODUCTION
This paper’s first objective is to document that systemic weaknesses with the
governance of financial regulation – the system associated with designing,
implementing, and reforming financial policies – contributed to the global
financial crisis. Senior officials repeatedly designed, implemented, and most
importantly, maintained policies that destabilized financial markets. Regulators
maintained these policies even when they learned that their policies were
increasing financial system fragility. Moreover, the authorities acquired this
information during the decade before the crisis, when they had ample time and
power to adjust their policies under relatively calm conditions. Nonetheless,
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regulators did not adjust. The financial regulatory apparatus did not work in the
best interests of the public.
In contrast to common narratives, my analyses, and those of Barth et al.
(2012), indicate that the crisis does not only reflect unsustainable global
macroeconomic imbalances, the proliferation of toxic financial instruments,
euphoric financiers, and unclear lines of regulatory authority. These factors
played a role but only a partial role. Rather, failures in the governance of
financial regulation helped cause the crisis by producing and maintaining bad
policies, i.e., policies that encouraged financial markets to take excessive risk
and divert society’s savings toward socially unproductive ends.
This conclusion – that systemic governance failures contributed to the crisis
– has material implications for reforming financial regulation. The Dodd-Frank
Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 increases the power of
financial regulatory agencies, reduces regulatory gaps, develops better crisis
management tools, and consolidates the regulation of systemically important
institutions. Yet, if technical glitches and regulatory gaps played only a partial
role in fostering the crisis, then Dodd-Frank represents only a partial step in
establishing a sound financial system. Since senior policy makers and regulators
embraced policies that they knew or should have known were destabilizing the
financial system, Dodd-Frank is not enough.
Current reform proposals do not address the core, institutional weakness
with the governance of financial regulation: There is no mechanism through
which the public and its elected representatives can obtain an informed, expert,
and independent assessment of financial regulation. Therefore, the public
cannot induce regulatory institutions to act on their behalf. It does not get any
more basic than this: How can the public and its elected representatives induce
regulatory authorities to behave in the best interests of the public when the
regulatory authorities have a monopoly on both the information and expertise
necessary for assessing their own performance?
On information and expertise, the public and its elected representatives have
neither the data nor the skills to assess financial regulation effectively. First,
much crucial information about financial system activities and regulatory decisions is secret. Second, even if the information were public, there is no entity in
the private sector with the mixture of human capital skills to process the
information and evaluate financial regulation effectively. Assessing financial
regulations requires coordinated teams of well-informed financial economists,
lawyers, accountants, regulators, and individuals with private sector experience.
Only the regulatory agencies have the information and expertise necessary for
evaluating the regulatory agencies. This situation is particularly dangerous
because the regulatory agencies are not effectively designed to act in the public’s
long-run interests.
On independence, the regulatory agencies are not independent of the
influences of (1) short-term politics, (2) private financial institutions, or (3)
both. As one example, consider the regulatory agency that probably has the
most information and best mixture of human capital skills, the Federal
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Reserve (Fed). Although designed to be independent of short-term politics, the
Fed is not independent of private financial institutions: Banks help choose the
leadership of the Fed banks; many senior Fed officials worked for private
financial institutions before coming to the Fed; many Fed officials move to
jobs in private financial institutions; and, Fed officials are, by necessity, in
constant contact with the private institutions that they supervise. These ties
do not necessarily imply that Fed officials are corrupt or using their official
positions to land more lucrative jobs in the private sector. But, the close
connections with private financial institutions mean the Fed is not independent. At many other regulatory institutions, such as the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC), officials are both subject to short-run political
pressures and closely connected to the private financial institutions that they
regulate. Regulators are not independent advocates of the public good. We
should not assume, therefore, that the private interests of regulators align
with the public interest.
The second objective of the paper is to propose a new institution, which I
label the ‘Sentinel,’ to act as the public’s sentry over financial policies and to
help compel financial regulators to act in the public interest, regardless of their
private interests. The Sentinel’s purpose is to improve the governance of financial regulation by providing an informed, expert, and independent assessment
of financial regulation. Its sole power would be to demand any information
necessary for evaluating the state of financial regulation. Its sole responsibility
would be to continuously assess and comment on financial policies, delivering
a formal report to the legislative and executive branches of government (at
least) annually. The Sentinel would not have the power to change, reverse, or
reform any financial regulation or supervisory practice.
Critically and uniquely, the Sentinel would be both politically independent
and independent of financial markets. Like the Fed, senior members of
the Sentinel would be appointed for long, staggered terms to limit political
influence. Thus, it would be independent of the political cycle. Furthermore,
the Sentinel would need an independent source of revenue to secure and
maintain its political independence. Toward this end, the Sentinel would
receive a percentage of Fed profits where the unused portion of these
revenues would flow to the Treasury, as is currently done with unused Fed
profits. To shield it from market influences, senior staff would be prohibited
from receiving compensation from the financial sector after completing
public services for a timely period. The goal is to create an institution in
which the personal motives, ambitions, and prestige of its employees are
inextricably connected to accurately assessing the impact of financial regulations on the public.
The Sentinel would improve the entire apparatus for writing, enacting, adapting, and implementing financial regulations. As an extra group of informed,
prying eyes, it would reduce the ability of regulators to obfuscate regulatory
actions and would instead make regulators more accountable for the societal
repercussions of their actions. As an additional group of experts reviewing and
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reporting on financial regulations, it would reduce the probability and costliness of regulatory mistakes and supervisory failures. As an informed, expert
institution that could effectively question regulatory agencies, it would foster
debate on key issues. This would reduce the possibility that one or two leading
regulators with a simplistic ideology could unduly influence financial regulators, or that a common perspective on regulation emerging from financial
markets could shape regulatory strategies without being challenged by an
informed, expert, and independent institution. As a prominent institution, the
Sentinel’s reports to legislators would reduce the influence of special interests
on the public’s representatives. As an entity whose sole objective is to evaluate
the state of financial regulation from the perspective of the public, it would
inform the public and thereby augment public influence over financial
regulation.
Given the existing myriad of regulatory agencies, quasi-regulatory bodies,
and other oversight entities, do we really need another regulatory institution?
Yes, because no other existing entity currently has the incentives, power, or
capabilities to perform the role of a public sentry over the full constellation of
financial sector policies. First and foremost, unlike any existing institution, the
Sentinel would be independent of both political and market influences. Incentives matter in regulation, too. Second, the Sentinel would have the prominence, information, and expertise to question the major financial regulatory
agencies. A monopoly on regulatory power and information is dangerous. Such
a monopoly is particularly dangerous when it is in the hands of unelected,
unaccountable, and unchecked officials. This breaks the democratic lines of
influence running from the public to the design and execution of policies that
determine the allocation of capital. Although the Sentinel would not set any
policy, it would provide an objective, independent assessment of policy. This
would have been enormously valuable during the decade-long series of policy
blunders that contributed to the current crisis.
While no panacea, the Sentinel would improve the regulatory apparatus.
We face the complex and consequential challenge of creating a regulatory
regime that adapts to incentivize financiers to provide the financial services
necessary for economic prosperity. Incorporating the voice of a ‘Sentinel’
would help.
Defects with the Sentinel proposal should not detract from the first, and
more important, contribution of this paper: Institutional weaknesses with the
system associated with designing, implementing, and reforming financial policies undermine the safety and soundness of the financial system; these institutional weaknesses mean the regulatory agencies systematically fail to act in the
public interest. Even if readers reject the Sentinel, a daunting challenge remains.
How can we fix the institutional defects with the current regulatory system so
that the public and its representatives can effectively govern the financial
regulatory agencies? I argue that the Sentinel – by conducting informed, expert,
and independent assessments of financial regulation – would help, but if not
the Sentinel, then what?
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II. SYSTEMIC POLICY FAILURES

A. Introduction
In this section, I argue that the collapse of the global financial system was
partially caused by a systemic failure of financial regulation. To make this case,
I focus on four policy failures. Though these examples focus on the USA, they
have clear international connections. It should be remembered that while the
bulk of toxic assets were made in the USA, financial institutions around the
world readily purchased them, abetted by systemic regulatory failures in their
home countries. Moreover, although I choose four policies, there are many
examples that illustrate how financial regulators, with frequent help from their
political overseers, did not act in the long-term interests of the public. Barth
et al. (2012) provide both more examples from the USA and from around the
world in a book-length treatment of these themes.

B. The credit rating agencies
As a first example of how regulatory actions – and inaction – helped trigger the
crisis, consider credit rating agencies, which were central participants in the
global financial crisis. To appreciate their role, consider the securitization of
mortgages. Mortgage companies routinely provided loans to borrowers with
little ability to repay those debts because (1) they earned fees for each loan and
(2) they could sell those loans to investment banks and other financial institutions. Investment banks and other financial institutions gobbled up those
mortgages because (1) they earned fees for packaging the mortgages into new
securities and (2) they could sell those new mortgage-backed securities (MBSs)
to other financial institutions, including banks, insurance companies, and
pension funds around the world. These other financial institutions bought the
MBSs because credit rating agencies said they were safe. By fuelling the demand
for MBS and related securities, credit rating agencies encouraged a broad array
of financial institutions to make the poor investments that ultimately toppled
the global financial system. Thus, an informed post mortem of the financial
system requires a dissection of why financial institutions relied on the assessments of credit rating agencies.
How did credit rating agencies become so pivotal? Until the 1970s, credit
rating agencies were insignificant institutions that sold their assessments of
credit risk to subscribers. Now, it is virtually impossible for a firm to issue a
debt-type security without first purchasing a rating. There are some privately
places bonds and unrated public debt issues, but the vast bulk of debt securities
must be rated to have a significant market. Why?
In 1975, the US Securities and Exchange Commission created the Nationally
Recognized Statistical Rating Organization (NRSRO) designation, which it
granted to the largest credit rating agencies. The SEC then relied on the NRSRO’s
credit risk assessment in establishing capital requirements on SEC-regulated
financial institutions.
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The creation of – and reliance on – NRSROs by the SEC triggered a global
cascade of regulatory decisions that increased the demand for their credit
ratings. Bank regulators, insurance regulators, federal, state, and local agencies,
foundations, endowments, and numerous entities around the world all started
using NRSRO ratings to establish capital adequacy and portfolio guidelines.
Furthermore, given the reliance by prominent regulatory agencies on NRSRO
ratings, private endowments, foundations, and mutual funds also used their
ratings in setting asset allocation guidelines for their investment managers.
Unsurprisingly, NRSROs shifted from selling their credit ratings to subscribers
to selling their ratings to the issuers of securities. Since regulators, official
agencies, and private institutions around the world relied on NRSRO ratings,
virtually every issuer of securities was compelled to purchase an NRSRO rating
if it wanted a large market for its securities.
There are well-known conflicts of interest associated with credit rating agencies selling their ratings to the issuers of securities. Issuers have an interest in
paying rating agencies more for higher ratings since those ratings influence the
demand for and hence, the pricing of securities.
Nevertheless, credit rating agencies convinced regulators that reputational
capital reduces the pernicious incentive to sell better ratings. If a rating agency
does not provide sound, objective assessments of a security, the agency will
experience damage to its reputation with consequential ramifications for its
long-run profits. Purchasers of securities will reduce their reliance on this
agency, which will reduce demand for all securities rated by the agency. As a
result, issuers will reduce their demand for the services provided by that agency,
reducing the agency’s future profits. From this perspective, reputational capital
is vital for the long-run profitability of credit rating agencies and will therefore
constrain any short-run conflicts of interest associated with ‘selling’ a superior
rating on any particular security.
Reputational capital will reduce conflicts of interest, however, only under
particular conditions. First, the demand for securities must respond to poor
rating agency performance so that decision makers at rating agencies are punished for issuing bloated ratings on even a few securities. Second, decision
makers at rating agencies must have a sufficiently long-run profit horizon so
that the long-run costs to the decision maker from harming the agency’s
reputation outweigh the short-run benefits from selling a bloated rating.
These conditions did not, and do not, hold, however. First, regulations
weaken the degree to which a decline in credit rating agency performance
reduces demand for its services. Specifically, the major purchasers of debt
securities are regulated based on NRSRO ratings; thus, the purchasers of debt
securities must use NRSRO ratings in making portfolio decisions regardless of
credit rating agency performance. This moderates the degree to which poor
ratings performance reduces the demand for NRSRO services, which in turn
means that the bonuses of decision makers at rating agencies are not necessarily
harmed by issuing bloated ratings. Second, financial innovation in the form of
securitization dramatically changed the incentives of decision makers at rating
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agencies by shortening their profit horizons and reducing the importance of the
long-run reputation of the NRSROs to their executives. More specifically, the
costs to these executives from harming the long-run reputations of the credit
rating agencies fell, while at the same time, the short-run bonuses that they
could earn from selling optimistic ratings on securitized products soared.
The explosive growth of securitized and structured financial products from
the late-1990s onward dramatically intensified the conflicts of interest problem.
Securitization and structuring involves the packaging and rating of trillions of
dollars worth of new financial instruments. Huge fees associated with processing these securities flowed to banks and NRSROs. Impediments to this securitization and structuring process, such as the issuance of low credit ratings on the
securities, would have gummed-up the system, reducing rating agency profits.
In fact, the NRSROs started selling ancillary consulting services to facilitate the
processing of securitized instruments, increasing NRSRO incentives to exaggerate ratings on structured products. Besides purchasing ratings from the NRSROs,
the banks associated with creating structured financial products would first pay
the rating agencies for guidance on how to package the securities to get high
ratings, and then pay the rating agencies to rate the resultant products.
By the early 2000s, it was well known that the boom in securitization was
encouraging credit rating agencies to inflate their ratings for huge profits.
Moreover, regulators had seen the accounting debacle of 2001–2002 when
corporations paid accounting firms both to structure and then to audit financial
statements. So, when banks started paying the NRSROs, both to structure and
then to rate securities, this should have been a grim – and familiar – warning.
The short-run profits associated with greasing the flow of structured products
with optimistic ratings were mind-bogglingly large and made the future losses
from the inevitable loss of reputational capital irrelevant. For example, the
operating margin at Moody’s between 2000 and 2007 averaged 53%. This
compares to operating margins of 36% and 30% at Microsoft and Google or
17% at Exxon. It was good to be an NRSRO.
But, the global regulatory community did not respond to these wellpublicized developments. Regulatory agencies around the world protected
NRSROs by continuing to rely on their ratings. While the global financial crisis
does not have a single cause, the behavior of the credit rating agencies is a
defining characteristic, and it is difficult to imagine the behavior of the credit
rating agencies without the regulatory authorities that created and protected
those agencies.

C. Credit default swaps and bank capital
Next, consider the role of complex derivative contracts, including credit default
swaps. A credit default swap (CDS) is an insurance-like contract written on the
performance of a security or bundle of securities. For example, purchaser A buys
a CDS from issuer B on security C. If security C has a predefined ‘credit related
event,’ such as missing an interest payment, receiving a credit downgrade, or
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filing for bankruptcy, then issuer B pays purchaser A. While having insurancelike qualities, CDSs are not formally insurance contracts. Neither the purchaser
nor the issuer of the CDS needs to hold the underlying security, leading to the
frequently used analogy that CDSs are like buying fire insurance on your
neighbor’s house. Moreover, since CDSs are not insurance contracts, they are
not regulated as tightly as insurance products. CDSs are financial derivatives
that are transacted in unregulated, over-the-counter (OTC) markets.
In principle, banks can use credit default swaps to reduce both their exposure
to credit risk and to the amount of capital held against potential losses. For
example, if a bank purchases a CDS on a loan, this can reduce its credit risk: if
the loan defaults, the counterparty to the CDS will compensate the bank for the
loss. If the bank’s regulator concludes that the counterparty to the CDS will
actually pay the bank if the loan defaults, then the regulator typically allows the
bank to reallocate capital to higher-expected return, higher-risk assets.
The Fed made a momentous decision in 1996: it permitted banks to use CDSs
to reduce capital reserves (Tett 2009, p. 49). Regulators treated securities guaranteed by a seller of CDSs as having the risk level of the seller – or more
accurately, the counterparty – of the CDS. For example, a bank purchasing full
CDS protection from American International Group (AIG) on collateralized debt
obligations (CDOs) linked to subprime loans would have those CDOs treated as
AAA securities (the safest rated securities) for capital regulatory purposes
because AIG had an AAA rating from an NRSRO, i.e., from a SEC-approved credit
rating agency.
In light of this decision, banks used CDSs to reduce capital and invest in more
lucrative, albeit more risky, assets. For example, a bank with a typical portfolio
of $10 billion of commercial loans could reduce its capital reserves against these
assets from about $800 million to under $200 million by purchasing CDSs for
a small fee (Tett 2009, p. 64).
The CDS market boomed following the Fed decision. By 2007, the largest US
commercial banks had purchased $7.9 trillion in CDS protection, and, at a
broader level, the overall CDS market reached a notional value of $62 trillion in
2007 according to Barth et al. (2009).
There were, however, serious problems associated with allowing banks to
reduce their capital via CDSs. Given the active trading of CDSs, it was sometimes
difficult to identify the actual counterparty legally responsible for compensating
a bank if an ‘insured’ security failed. Furthermore, some bank counterparties
developed massive exposures to CDS risk. For example, AIG had a notional
exposure of about $500 billion to CDSs (and related derivatives) in 2007, while
having a capital base of about $100 billion to cover all its traditional insurance
activities as well as its financial derivatives business. The growing exposure of AIG
and other issuers of CDSs should have – and did – raise concerns about their
ability to satisfy their obligations in times of economic stress.
The Fed was aware of the growing danger to the safety and soundness of the
banking system from CDSs. For instance, Tett (2009, pp. 157–163) recounts how
Timothy Geithner, then President of the New York Federal Reserve Bank,
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became concerned in 2004 about the lack of information on CDSs and the
growing counterparty risk facing banks. Barth et al. (2009) demonstrates
through the use of internal Fed documents that Fed officials knew by 2004 of
the growing problems associated with subprime mortgage-related assets, on
which many CDSs were written. Indeed, the FBI publicly warned in 2004 of an
epidemic of fraud in subprime lending. In terms of the sellers of CDSs, detailed
accounts by Lewis (2009) and McDonald and Robinson (2009) illustrate the
Fed’s awareness by 2006 of AIG’s growing fragility and the corresponding
exposure of commercial banks to CDS counterparty risk.
Yet, even more momentously than the original decision allowing banks to
reduce their capital reserves through the use of CDSs, the Fed did not adjust its
policies as it learned of the growing fragility of the banking system due to the
mushrooming use of increasingly suspect CDSs.
The key question is why the Fed maintained its capital regulations. Bank
purchases of CDSs boomed immediately after the 1996 regulatory decision
allowing a reduction in bank capital from the purchase of CDSs. Why didn’t the
Fed respond by demanding greater transparency before granting capital relief
and conducting its own assessment of the counterparty risks facing the systemically important banks under its supervision? Why didn’t the Fed adjust in 2004
as it learned of the opaque nature of the CDS market and as the FBI warned of
the fraudulent practices associated with the issuance of the subprime mortgages
underlying many CDS securities, or in 2006 as information became available
about the fragility of AIG, or in 2007 when hedge funds warned the Fed, the
Treasury, and G8 delegates about the growing fragility of commercial banks
(Tett 2009, pp. 160–3)? Why didn’t the Fed prohibit banks from reducing
regulatory capital via CDSs until the Fed had confidence in the financial viability of those selling CDSs to banks?
The Fed’s decision to maintain its regulatory stance toward CDSs was neither
a failure of information nor a shortage of regulatory power. Based on a review
of internal Fed documents, Barth et al. (2009, p. 184) note, ‘. . . even if the top
officials from these regulatory agencies did not appreciate or wish to act earlier
on the information they had, their subordinates apparently fully understood
and appreciated the growing magnitude of the problem.’ And, even in 2004, the
Fed issued Interpretive Letter 998 that reiterated its capital regulatory policy
with respect to CDSs. To more comprehensively reform the financial regulatory
system, we need to examine why these types of decisions were made and
undertake institutional reforms to make these systemic mistakes less likely.

D. Transparency versus the FED, SEC, and Treasury
As a third example, consider how powerful regulators and policy makers
thwarted efforts to make the CDS market more transparent. The Fed (under Alan
Greenspan), the Treasury (under Robert Rubin and then Larry Summers), and
the SEC (under Arthur Levitt) squashed attempts at the end of the 1990s by
Brooksley Born of the Commodity Future Trading Commission (CFTC) to shed
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light on the multitrillion dollar OTC derivatives market, which included credit
default swaps.
Incidents of fraud, manipulation, and failure in the OTC derivatives market
began as early as 1994 with the sensational bankruptcy of Orange County and
court cases involving Gibson Greeting Cards and Procter & Gamble against
Bankers Trust. Numerous problems, associated with bankers exploiting unsophisticated school districts and municipalities, plagued the market. Further,
OTC derivatives played a dominant role in the dramatic failure of Long-Term
Capital Management (LTCM) in the summer of 1998. Indeed, no regulatory
agency had any warning of LTCM’s demise, or the potential systemic implications of its failure, because it traded primarily in this opaque market.
In light of these problems and the lack of information on the multi-hundredtrillion dollar OTC derivatives market, the CFTC issued a ‘concept release’ report
in 1998 calling for greater transparency of OTC derivatives. The CFTC sought
greater information disclosure, improvements in record keeping, and controls
on fraud. The CFTC did not call for draconian controls on the derivatives
market; it called for more transparency.
The response by the Fed, Treasury, and SEC was swift: they stopped the CFTC.
First, they obtained a six-month moratorium on the CFTC’s ability to implement the strategies outlined in its concept release. Second, the President’s
Working Group on Financial Markets, which consists of the Secretary of the
Treasury, the Chairman of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, the Chairman of the SEC, and the Chairman of the CFTC initiated a
study of the OTC derivatives market. Finally, they helped convince Congress to
pass the Commodity Futures Modernization Act of 2000, which exempted the
OTC derivatives market – and hence the CDS market – from government
oversight.
Senior regulators and policy makers lobbied hard to keep CDSs and other
derivatives in opaque markets. A comprehensive assessment of the causes of the
crisis must evaluate why policy makers made choices like this. Indeed, Nick
Timiraos and James R. Hagerty argued in The Wall Street Journal on February 9,
2010:
Nearly a year and half after the outbreak of the global economic crisis, many of the
problems that contributed to it haven’t been tamed. The USA has no system in
place to tackle a failure of its largest financial institutions. Derivatives contracts of
the kind that crippled American International Group Inc. still trade in the
shadows. And investors remain heavily reliant on the same credit-ratings firms
that gave AAA ratings to lousy mortgage securities.

E. Investment bank capital, risk taking, and the SEC
As a final example, consider the SEC’s oversight – or lack thereof – of the five
major investment banks, all of which experienced major ‘transformations’ in
2008. Only a few days after the SEC Chairman expressed confidence in the
financial soundness of the investment banks, a failed Bear Stearns merged with
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the commercial bank JP Morgan Chase. Six months later, Lehman Brothers went
bankrupt, and a few months later, at the brink of insolvency, Merrill Lynch
merged with Bank of America. In the autumn of 2008, Goldman Sachs and
Morgan Stanley were ‘pressured’ into becoming bank holding companies and
arguably rescued from failure through an assortment of public programs.
The SEC’s fingerprints are indelibly imprinted on this debacle, as reflected in
three interrelated SEC decisions. First, the SEC in 2004 essentially exempted the
broker–dealers of the five largest investment banks from using the traditional
method for computing capital in satisfying the net capital rule, which was a
1975 rule for computing minimum capital standards. The investment banks
were permitted to use their own mathematical models of asset and portfolio risk
to compute appropriate capital levels. The investment banks responded by
issuing more debt to purchase more risky securities without putting commensurately more of their own capital at risk. Leverage ratios soared from their 2004
levels, as the bank’s models indicated that they had sufficient capital cushions.
In a second, coordinated 2004 policy change, the SEC enacted a rule that
induced the five investment banks to become ‘consolidated supervised entities’
(CSEs): the SEC would oversee the entire financial firm. Specifically, the SEC
now had responsibility for supervising the holding company, broker–dealer
affiliates, and all other affiliates on a consolidated basis. These other affiliates
include other regulated entities, such as foreign-registered broker–dealers and
banks, as well as unregulated entities such as derivatives dealers (Colby 2007).
The SEC was charged with evaluating the models employed by the broker–
dealers in computing appropriate capital levels and assessing the overall stability of the consolidated investment bank. Given the size and complexity of these
financial conglomerates, overseeing the CSEs was a systemically important and
difficult responsibility.
Third, the SEC neutered its ability to conduct consolidated supervision of
major investment banks. With the elimination of the net capital rule and the
added complexity of consolidated supervision, the SEC’s head of market regulation, Annette Nazareth, promised to hire highly skilled supervisors to assess
the riskiness of investment banking activities, but the SEC didn’t. In fact, the
SEC had only seven people to examine the parent companies of the investment
banks, which controlled over $4 trillion in assets. Under Christopher Cox, who
became chairman in 2005, the SEC eliminated the risk management office and
failed to complete a single inspection of a major investment bank in the year
and a half before the collapse of those banks (Labaton 2008). Cox also weakened
the Enforcement Division’s freedom to impose fines on financial firms under its
jurisdiction.
In easing the net capital rule, adopting a system of consolidated supervision,
but failing to develop the capabilities to supervise large financial conglomerates,
the SEC became willfully blind to excessive risk taking. The SEC purposely
eliminated supervisory guardrails, while simultaneously arguing to the Congress in 2007, and hence to global financial markets, that it had a ‘successful
consolidated supervision program.’ (See the SEC Deputy Director’s testimony
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before the US House of Representatives Financial Services Committee, April 25,
2007, http://www.sec.gov/news/testimony/2007/ts042507rc.htm.) This forceful
statement by the SEC provided these major investment banks with an official
stamp of approval, weakening market monitoring of these enormously complex
and highly leveraged conglomerates. These policy choices point inexorably
toward the SEC as an accomplice in causing the global financial crisis.

F. Final points on systemic policy failures – and their causes
In example after example, the financial regulatory authorities:
1 were aware of the problems associated with their policies,
2 had ample power to fix the problems, and
3 chose not to.
As noted by Senator Carl Levin, ‘The recent financial crisis was not a natural
disaster; it was a man-made economic assault. It will happen again unless we
change the rules.’
A natural question is why the regulatory authorities didn’t act in the public
interest. Underlying this broad query are two sub-questions. First, what factors
caused the incentives of regulatory officials to deviate from those of the public
at large? That is, what induced the regulators to behave the way they did?
Second, why didn’t the public and its elected representatives compel regulatory
officials to act in the public interest regardless of the other incentives facing
regulators? That is, what were the failings in the governance of financial regulation that allowed regulators to behave the way they did?
The literature highlights several factors that induced regulators to have different incentives from those of the public at large, as reviewed by Johnson and
Kwak (2010), Barth et al. (2006) and Barth et al. (2012). Here, I will mention
two. First, the ‘revolving door’ might pervert and corrupt regulation. As people
move from the private sector to regulatory positions and back again, there is
a question of whose interests these people are actually serving when they are
regulators. Second, subtler, behavioral influences might also distort regulation.
Regulators interact primarily with people from the financial services industry,
which might be the same people with whom they worked with or went to
graduate school. Human nature suggests, therefore, that regulators might identify with this financial services ‘community’ and seek to please and service
‘their’ community through their regulatory policies (Moskowitz and Jon Wertheim, 2011).
In this paper, I focus on the defects in the governance of financial regulation
that allowed regulators to deviate from the public interest. Rather than attempting to account for the role of corruption, the revolving door, and the behavioral
factors in shaping the incentives of regulators, I stress that the governance
system did not compel regulators to act in the public interest and therefore
allowed private interests to shape policy.
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In particular, I stress that regardless of why the interests of regulators deviate
from those of the public at large, an informed, expert, and independent assessment of regulation would improve the governance of financial regulation and
would help compel regulators to act in the public interest. Such an assessment
would reduce the potentially corrupting influence of the revolving door, and
it would reduce behavioral influences on regulation by shining a disinfecting
light on regulatory decisions. Under the current financial governance regime,
there is no way for the public and its elected representatives to compel the
financial regulatory system to act on behalf of the public because there is no
way for the public to know what the regulatory apparatus is doing or how well
it is doing it. This must change if we are to create a well-functioning financial
regulatory apparatus.

III. THE FINANCIAL REGULATORY COMMISSION:
THE ‘SENTINEL’

A. Preamble
In light of the evidence presented above, I sketch a proposal for a sentinel to
improve regulatory governance: the system for selecting, interpreting, and
implementing and adapting regulations. One might accept the desirability of
rethinking the governance of financial regulation and yet reject the specific
Sentinel proposal. I simply offer the Sentinel as strategy for improving the
governance of financial regulation. Furthermore, in describing the Sentinel, I do
not address a range of key questions, such as (1) which are the right regulations
for achieving desirable outcomes and (2) what are the right trade-offs among
these potentially competing outcomes? Rather, the goal of the Sentinel is to
improve the process through which these decisions are made. Finally, I sketch
the Sentinel from the perspective of somebody most familiar with the institutional contours of the USA. While many of the general principles – such as
transparency and checks and balances – translate to other political and cultural
contexts, some elements will not. I emphasize key attributes of the Sentinel that
are crucial to its proper functioning.

B. The Sentinel
The only power of the Sentinel would be to acquire any information that it
deems necessary for evaluating the state of financial regulation over time,
including the rules associated with the corporate governance of financial institutions. Any information collected by the Sentinel would be made publicly
available, potentially with some delay. Transparency is necessary; thus, the law
establishing the Sentinel must clearly and unambiguously assert that the Sentinel should be granted immediate and unencumbered access to any information it deems appropriate from any and all regulatory authorities and financial
institutions. Sentinel demands for information must trump the desires of regu© 2011 The Author
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latory agencies for discretion, secrecy, and confidentiality. This ‘sunshine’ regulatory approach has a long and promising history as discussed in McCraw’s
(1984) impressive book. This approach is also fully consistent with the notion
of checks and balances incorporated into the political philosophies of several
countries. In other words, the basic power of the Sentinel is quite conventional,
not radical.
The only responsibility of the Sentinel would be to deliver an annual report
to the legislative and executive branches of government assessing the current
and long-run impact of financial regulatory and supervisory rules and practices
on the public. The Sentinel would have no official power over the central bank,
the regulatory agencies, or financial markets and institutions. To emphasize
this point, the Sentinel would not affect the power and responsibilities of the
central bank or financial regulatory agencies. But, the Sentinel would have
broad responsibilities for assessing the impact of the overall constellation of
regulatory and supervisory practices on the financial system, not just the
impact of a single regulatory agency. The Sentinel would look across all segments of the financial system, from banks and securities markets, to derivatives
and rating agencies, to insurance companies and executive compensation, etc.,
and produce a detailed evaluation of the functioning of the entire financial
policy apparatus.
The major design challenges are to create a Sentinel that is (1) politically
independent, (2) independent of financial markets, and (3) expertly staffed.
With characteristics and the power to demand information, the Sentinel can
deliver a prominent, prestigious, and useful assessment of financial regulation
to the nation’s policy makers. These are the essential ingredients. While elected
officials should ultimately set public policies, creating a Sentinel that is independent of narrow political and market influences would help in providing
impartial, expert advice to politicians and the public. The goal is to create an
institution in which the professional ambitions and personal goals of its staff
are aligned with its mission of boosting the degree to which financial regulations reflect the public interest. Given this goal and the Sentinel’s responsibility
of examining the complete financial system, it must have the staff and resources
to deliver on these ambitious goals and responsibilities.
Here are a few design suggestions using the USA as a point of reference. First,
the most senior members of the Sentinel would be appointed by the President
and confirmed by the Senate for staggered and appropriately long terms. As
with the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, the goal is to limit
the short-term influence of politics on the evaluations of the Sentinel. Second,
the Sentinel must be financially independent, so that it is insulated from
short-term political interests. Toward this end, I recommend that the Sentinel
receive a specific percentage of the Fed’s profits, say 30%, where the Sentinel,
like the Fed, would send the unused portion of these revenues to the Treasury.
Third, the senior members of the Sentinel would also be prohibited from
receiving compensation from the financial services industry, even after completing their tenure at the Sentinel. Fourth, Sentinel salaries would have to be
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market-based, and the Sentinel would have to be large, including financial
economists, lawyers, accountants, experts with supervisory experience, and –
critically – senior professionals with private financial market experience. Since
exactly those individuals with sufficient expertise to achieve the goals of the
Sentinel would also have lucrative opportunities in the private sector, staffing
the Sentinel with sufficiently talented, motivated individuals will require a
different compensation schedule than the currently contemplated in public
sector jobs. While problematic, a more lucrative compensation plan is necessary for limiting conflicts of interest while attracting excellent people to the
Sentinel. At the same time, the Sentinel would be a prominent entity. Those
working for the Sentinel could achieve a wide array of professional ambitions
and attain considerable prestige and influence by accurately assessing financial
regulations. The opportunity to improve financial sector policies and achieve
these career aspirations would work to attract talented individuals to the
Sentinel.

C. Impact and desirability of the Sentinel
The Sentinel would materially enhance the governance of financial regulation
along several dimensions. At the most general level, creating an independent
Sentinel with an informed and expert staff would enhance the analysis and
review of financial policies, improve the design and implementation of those
policies, and increase the probability that governments would select financial
policies that promote the interests of the public at large, not only the special
interests of a few. While the Sentinel would neither eliminate crises nor perfect
financial system operations, it would improve the functioning of financial
markets, lower the likelihood of systemic crises, and reduce the severity of
future crises. It would accomplish these goals in several ways.
First, the Sentinel would have the power to demand information, the expertise to evaluate that information, and both the prominence and independence
to make its judgments heard. It would be difficult for policy makers to ignore
the Sentinel’s views. While regulators could refute the Sentinel’s analyses and
persuade policy makers to reject its recommendations, the Sentinel would
provoke an informed debate.
By breaking the monopoly that regulatory authorities too frequently have
over information and expertise, the Sentinel would enhance the analysis – and
hence the design – of financial policies. Just as monopoly breeds inefficiencies
in production, a monopoly on financial market and regulatory information by
regulatory agencies breeds inefficiencies in the governance of financial policies.
If the public and its representatives do not have the information and expertise
to assess and challenge the decisions of the regulatory agencies, then this will
hinder the effective design, implementation, and modification of financial
sector policies. For example, while the Fed was aware of the destabilizing effects
of its capital policies many years before the onset of the crisis, the public,
Congress, and the Treasury would have found it difficult to obtain this infor© 2011 The Author
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mation and discuss alternative policies with the Fed. A Sentinel would have
reduced the probability that US regulatory authorities would make the types of
systematic mistakes over many years that helped trigger the 2008 global financial crisis.
Critically, although the Sentinel would not limit the de jure power of these
regulatory agencies, and it would not create another agency with regulatory
power, the Sentinel would force the regulators to defend their analyses, decisions, and actions. The Sentinel would promote transparency and informed
debate, but it would not diminish the role or responsibilities of existing regulatory agencies in promoting the safety and soundness of the financial system.
Second, in creating an informed, expert institution that is both independent
of short-run political forces and independent of the private profit motives of
financial markets, the Sentinel would push the policy debate toward focusing
on the general welfare of the public and away from the narrow interests of the
powerful and wealthy.
This cannot be stressed enough. As emphasized by a vast literature, financial
institutions pay virtually unlimited sums to shape financial policies, regulations, and supervisory practices to serve their private interests. As emphasized
by an equally vast literature, narrow political constituencies work tirelessly on
tilting the financial rules of the game so as to collect a greater share of the
economy’s resources. And, as emphasized by a much smaller literature, a community influences the behavior of individuals and since regulators work closely
with those in the financial services industry – and indeed sometimes come from
the private sector and return to the private sector – the financial services
industry exerts a subtle influence over regulators. This ‘communal’ influence on
regulation is not necessarily corruption. It simply reflects the fact that humans
are social animals that respond to their social groups.
Thus, it is vitally important to have an independent, expert, capable, and
informed group to provide an objective assessment of financial policies. Such an
institution does not exist in most countries, certainly not in the USA. While the
Sentinel itself is imperfect, it is an improvement; it would help induce authorities to focus more on the public interest in selecting, implementing, and
reforming financial policies.
Third, the Sentinel would examine the entire financial system. It would look
beyond the narrow confines of any particular regulatory agency’s purview and
assess how the full constellation of financial policies fit together in shaping the
incentives provided to private financial institutions. Again, no existing – or
proposed – institution has both the independence and resources to perform this
function effectively.
Fourth, the Sentinel would promote healthy financial innovation by continuously reassessing how regulatory and supervisory practices affect the incentives faced by the financial system. Since financial systems are dynamic, it is
vital to relentlessly reevaluate the incentives shaping the behavior of financial
market participants. As the latest crisis suggests, a regulatory system that worked
well before structured financial products emerged did not work as well after-
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ward. By constantly assessing the impact of financial policies, the Sentinel
would reduce the likelihood that financial policies become obsolete and thereby
dangerously distort the incentives that shape financial market decisions.
Fifth, by (1) having responsibility for examining the entire financial system,
(2) being politically independent and independent of financial markets, and (3)
not having regulatory responsibilities, the Sentinel would be uniquely positioned to improve the performance of existing regulatory agencies. At the
simplest level, knowing that the Sentinel is going to scrutinize its actions would
increase the performance of regulators, reducing complacency. The mere existence of the Sentinel might have reduced the dubious actions and inactions of,
for example, the Fed and SEC during the most recent crisis.
Furthermore, by having no official power over either the regulatory agencies
or financial markets and institutions, the Sentinel would be less constrained in
its assessments than an organization with direct supervisory and regulatory
responsibilities. For example, if a regulator gives the approval on a particular
practice, it might later find it difficult to reverse or adjust its decision as new
information becomes available. The regulator might have the very human fear
of losing credibility with the regulated entity. While a regulator might avoid
taking actions against a regulated financial institutions because such an ex post
action implies an ex ante failure of regulation, the Sentinel would face fewer
such conflicts. Thus, the Sentinel would make it more likely that bad policies are
identified and changed. Similarly, while one regulatory agency (for example the
Fed) might steer clear of criticizing another agency’s actions (such as the SEC’s)
to avoid triggering cross-agency battles, the Sentinel would be less reticent.
Indeed, it would have the responsibility of commenting on the performance
and policies of all regulatory institutions with positive implications for the
governance of financial regulation.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
A systemic failure of financial regulation contributed to the crisis. The major
regulatory agencies repeatedly designed, implemented, and maintained policies
that increased the fragility of the financial system and the inefficient allocation
of capital. Financial regulators frequently had the power, knowledge, and time
to assess the impact of their policies and reform these policies, but they failed
to act in the public interest.
A fundamental weakness in the governance of financial regulation is that the
public and its elected representatives cannot assess what regulators are doing
and therefore cannot induce them to behave in the best interests of the public.
Thus, unelected, unaccountable, and largely unmonitorable officials have too
much power over the rules governing the allocation of capital.
The Sentinel is a suggestion for addressing this weakness. If not the Sentinel,
then what? History shows that relying on the angelic intentions of bureaucrats
is pure folly. And, the current strategy of giving existing regulatory agencies
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more discretionary power – without enhancing the governance of those
agencies – is playing dice with the global economy’s future.
Ross Levine
Brown University
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Providence, RI 02912
USA
ross_levine@brown.edu
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